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If you’re always striving for general professional Rockstar status, your 
online presence is one place you have to shine. But where do you 
start? Check out our tips for making your LinkedIn profile a one-stop 
shop to showcase your stellar personal brand. 

 ¡ Use a professional headshot or business photo – not a social or 
personal one

 ¡ Tailor your LinkedIn URL. Everyone has one…edit yours in your profile 
to be your name instead of numbers

 ¡ Write in a conversational style and first person. Sound enthusiastic, 
you don’t have to be personal but be personable (and of course, 
professional)

 ¡ Write a great, concise summary that reflects your career story thus 
far; bonus points for using keywords in it that have SEO value 

 ¡ Pull people in with your headline – what do you do and how are you 
different; what are our strengths

 ¡ Keep your job/role descriptions up-to-date, drawing attention to 
elements pertinent to your current goals. Try to limit yourself to 3-5 
bullets per role/description. 

 ¡ Solicit one recommendation from a colleague at each position.  
If these people are on your formal recommendations list for future 
employers, check their profiles occasionally to keep their information 
up-to-date. Recommendations may be from previous supervisors, 
collaborators, outside partners, and supervisees.

 ¡ Provide recommendations. It’s a great way to demonstrate you 
recognize value at a variety of levels and in a diverse set of roles, 
while also helping your favorite colleagues. 

 ¡ Only list your Twitter/Facebook/Instagram profile if you use it more 
professionally than personally – a little personal flair is fine, but how 
would you feel if a prospective employer read through all your posts?

 ¡ Actively maintain your network, adding new professional connections 
as you meet them. Always include a note reminding them how you 
met, and why you want to stay in touch.

 ¡ Join groups that you have the desire and ability to actively participate 
in; check those groups once a week and contribute to ongoing 
discussions as your experience/expertise allows.

 ¡ Stay up to date with news and issues in your industry. Share articles 
or posts where appropriate to demonstrate your commitment, and, 
because sharing is caring 

 ¡ Lastly, review your profile every six months so updating it never  
feels overwhelming ASAP is a product
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